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Executive Summary
On 3 February 2011, the State Secretary for Education, Culture and Science asked NWO to organize the
process of updating the National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Facilities. To this end NWO
appointed an independent Advisory Committee, chaired by prof. dr. E.M. Meijer, to advise the Governing
Board of NWO on both the update of the National Roadmap, and on prioritization and funding of
Roadmap proposals to the amount of 80M€.
In two meetings (on 15/16 November 2011 and 9/10/11 January 2012) the Committee assessed 37
applications of which 17 concerned new facilities and 20 related to facilities that were already on the NL
Roadmap 2008.
Based on the predefined criteria, international peer reviews and rebuttals from the applicants, intense
discussions among the members of the Committee and interviews with delegations from 18 projects
selected by the Committee from the 37 submitted, the Committee finalized its advice to the NWO
Governing Board.
Based on the Committee’s advice, the Governing Board of NWO advises the State Secretary for
Education, Culture and Science:
-

to establish a National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Facilities for the period 2012-2016

-

to fund 5 proposals from the Roadmap 2012;

-

to grant some seed capital to 3 proposals from the Roadmap 2012.

(“Roadmap 2012”) consisting of 27 facilities;
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1. Introduction
The first National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Facilities was presented to the Netherlands Ministry
of Education, Culture and Science by a specially appointed committee (the Van Velzen Committee) at the
end of 2008. The Minister responded by structurally earmarking 20M€/yr within NWO’s budget for
facilities of this kind. Recently, this budget has been increased by the Minister to 40 M€/yr.
Since 2008 the status of many of these Roadmap projects has changed and new large-scale projects
have been launched. Some of these are Dutch initiatives, while others are proposals for Dutch
participation in international projects. All of them are seeking political and financial support.
In its recent report to the Minister of Education, Culture and Science, the Taskforce for the Promotion of
Large-Scale Research Facilities pointed out the importance of periodically updating the Roadmap to keep
track of developments in the field.
On 3 February 2011, the State Secretary for Education, Culture and Science asked NWO to organize the
process of updating the National Roadmap (see letter in Annex A1). In accordance with the request by
OCW, NWO has appointed an independent Advisory Committee Update National Roadmap for Large-Scale
Research Facilities.
The Committee has been asked to advise the Governing Board of NWO on:
1. which projects should be included in an update of the National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research
Facilities;
2. a prioritisation and funding advice for the allocation of NWO funds for large-scale research facilities.
The NWO resources available for this round amount to 80M€.
To this end, the Committee has assessed the projects from the first Dutch roadmap for large-scale
research facilities which requested renewal as well as new projects, all submitted in response to the
Roadmap call (Annex A4), published by NWO on May 2011 with deadline 31 August 2011.
In January 2012, the Committee finalized its advice to the NWO Governing Board. Based on this advice,
the Governing Board presents its advice to the Minister of Education, Culture and Science.
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2. Procedure
2.1 Overall procedure
Following the mandate of the State Secretary for Education, Culture and Science, in May 2011 NWO
issued a call for proposals with deadline 31 August 2011 (Annex A4). The call was intended for both new
facilities and for the facilities from the previous Roadmap that wished to be included in the new
Roadmap. In addition to the inclusion in the new National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Facilities,
applicants could also request funding. Four kinds of applications were thus submitted:
x

type 1: New facility (not in NL Roadmap 2008) - inclusion in the Roadmap only (no request for funding)

x

type 2: New facility (not in NL Roadmap 2008) - inclusion in the Roadmap and request for funding

x

type 3: Facility from NL Roadmap 2008

- progress report with request for inclusion in the

x

type 4: Facility from NL Roadmap 2008

- progress report with request for inclusion in the

Roadmap and request for funding
Roadmap only (no request for funding)

The format of the proposals, as well as formats for the peer review and the assessment, was identical for
all 4 types.
In response to the NWO call for proposals, 37 applications were submitted, distributed as follows:
x

type 1 –

x

type 2 – 16 applications

x

type 3 – 14 applications

x

type 4 –

1 application

6 applications

}
}

= 17 new facilities

= 20 facilities from NL Roadmap 2008

To assess the proposals, the NWO Governing Board has appointed an independent advisory committee
Update National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Facilities (henceforth “Committee Roadmap 2012”).
In Annexes A2 and A3 respectively the composition of the Committee and its terms of reference are
given.
The Committee had the task of assessing the applications/progress reports based on eleven criteria,
listed in the next section. In line with the mandate of the State Secretary and in order to preserve the
continuity with the first roadmap the criteria are mainly the same as in 2008, albeit with minor
adjustments to update them.
For the assessment, the Committee was provided the results of international peer review (including
rebuttal) on all the applications, by the NWO office with the assistance of NL Agency.
Based on this, the Committee formulated provisional decisions on which projects should be included in
the Roadmap 2012 and which ones among these could be eligible for funding in a first meeting on 15 and
16 November 2011. The Committee then selected 18 projects for interview (N.B. selection or nonselection for interview was not in itself an indication of the success factor). For these projects a
delegation of maximally 4 persons was invited to the interview.
During a second meeting of the Committee, on 9, 10 and 11 January 2012, the delegations of each of
the invited projects were interviewed. Each interview consisted of a 10-minute presentation by the
delegation followed by a maximum of 40 minutes discussion with the Committee.
At the end of this second meeting and based on earlier discussion and with the results of the interviews,
the Committee finalized its advice to the NWO Governing Board.
The Governing Board has taken a decision on the advice and presents this to the Minister of Education,
Culture and Science.
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2.2 Criteria
Proposals were assessed on the basis of the following eleven criteria:
1. The likelihood of scientific breakthroughs (science case)
Innovation is dependent on scientific breakthroughs. If major investments are to be made in research
facilities, those facilities should produce a greater likelihood of scientific breakthroughs in the research
field concerned, or at least aid in that process.
2. The potential for ‘brain gain’ (talent case)
Top research talent is essential to any knowledge-driven economy. Highly talented researchers will only
come to the Netherlands – or remain here – if they are offered an attractive and challenging working
environment. Advanced research facilities are vital in this respect.
3. Social and commercial relevance (innovation case)
Research facilities are necessary for business and industry and for innovative public bodies. Large-scale
research facilities act as a magnet for new knowledge and expertise, creating an excellent climate for
companies both large and small. To maintain broad public support in the Netherlands and the wider
European Union, especially as regards additional funding, it is important that such facilities should,
wherever possible, reflect the top sectors designated by the present Dutch government and current hot
social issues in the Netherlands and Europe at large.
4. Collaboration and competition (partnership case)
Large-scale research facilities are embedded in wide-ranging networks. Research at such facilities is
conducted via national and international networks. Moreover, facilities with a large critical mass ensure
synergy between knowledge workers. The establishment of a large-scale facility calls for effective
agreements between the partners (in the Netherlands and elsewhere), reached via a governance and
management model.
5. Financial aspects (business case)
Innovation costs money. The cost of bringing a facility of international importance to the Netherlands and
operating it here, or of participating in an international research facility outside the Netherlands, will
exceed the available budgets. Careful budgetary analysis is therefore essential.
6. Technical feasibility/technical challenges (technical case)
Since new facilities inevitably involve risks, it is important to know whether it is technically possible to
construct the proposed facility. It is also a good idea to estimate the technical challenges because these
may constitute additional reasons for or against embarking on the establishment of the facility.
7. Possible focus for the Netherlands
The following questions will be asked:
a. Is the Netherlands an international leader in the field concerned?
b. Can the Netherlands achieve a unique position in this field or part of it?
c. Even if foreign research groups are the international leaders in the field, are there reasons to invest in
the proposed facility and so to enter into competition with them?
8. Critical mass
Large-scale research facilities exist mainly to serve the needs of researchers. This means that investment
needs to be focused on facilities in those fields where the Netherlands has a good supply of top
researchers, both as regards quality and numbers. It also means that there must be guaranteed access
to the facility for external researchers. The results of recent external assessments should also show that
Dutch research groups are international leaders in their fields.
9. Embedding
Large-scale international research facilities need to be financially and institutionally embedded within the
Dutch knowledge infrastructure. This also applies to large-scale international research facilities in which
the Netherlands does not play the leading role. Such institutional and financial embedding can be
demonstrated by, for example, the concentration of research groups within the Netherlands, the
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presence of Dutch research groups within European networks, and the investment made by Dutch
government authorities in the relevant research field, for example through the Economic Structure
Enhancement Fund (FES).
10. Proven willingness to collaborate
The large-scale research facility must strengthen collaboration between the Dutch research groups
concerned in the relevant field of research. To achieve this, it is essential that the facility is properly
managed and cooperation well-organized. The research groups concerned can confirm their will to
collaborate financially as well as otherwise by earmarking a certain percentage of their research budget
for the operation of the large-scale research facility concerned.
11. Reflection of social trends
It is important to pay attention not only to scientific and economic aspects but also to national social
developments and trends. This can be done by, so far as possible, reflecting present/future policy
frameworks and scientific priorities in the Netherlands and the European Union.
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3. Advice of the Governing Board of NWO
3.1 National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Facilities
The Governing Board endorses the advice of the Committee, and advices to include the following 27
large scale research facilities on the Roadmap 2012. In the opinion of the Governing Board, these
projects are of highest strategic importance for Dutch science and future societal and economic
developments.
The list of facilities to be included in the Roadmap 2012 is reported in the next table, in order of file
number (thus no ranking).

File
no.

Title

101

Dutch contributions to the detector upgrades of the Large Hadron Collider experiments at
CERN

201

Proteins@Work; A large-scale proteomics research facility for the life sciences

202

NL-OPENSCREEN

203

NL-BioImaging Advanced Microscopy

204

The Generations and Gender Programme: A Large-Scale, Longitudinal, Comparative
Database for Social Science Analysis

207

An ultra-high field NMR facility for the Netherlands (uNMR-NL)

208

The European Marine Biological Resource Centre Netherlands; EMBRC-NL

209

The SAFARI Imaging Spectrometer on the SPICA space observatory; revealing the origins
of the universe, from planets to galaxies and beyond.

211

Systems Biology Natural Technology Facility:

213

Netherlands Solid Earth Observatory (NSEO)

301

ICOS-NL

302

Netherlands Centre for Biodiversity Naturalis

303

Mouse Clinic for Cancer and Aging research (MCCA)

304

LifeWatch

305

Netherlands Center for Nanoscopy (NeCEN)

306

CLARIAH - Common Lab Research Infrastructure for the Arts and Humanities

307

High Field Magnet Laboratory An international research facility for Science in High
Magnetic Fields in the Netherlands

308

Next steps for the National e-Infrastructure for Research

309

Towards a consolidated Dutch Biobanking Hub, integrating the Dutch Biobanking
Infrastructure in the European ESFRI Roadmap

310

SHARE - Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe

311

The Square Kilometre Array (SKA)

313

Population Imaging Infrastructure in the Netherlands (EPI2): A node of EuroBioImaging

314

Netherlands Silicon Solar Cell Laboratory; Exploring the frontiers of silicon photovoltaics

402

European Social Survey in the Netherlands (ESS-NL)

403

NanoLabNL

405

KM3NeT: The next generation neutrino telescope

406

Instrumentation for the E-ELT
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3.2

Funding of projects from the National Roadmap 2012

In accordance with the request of the State Secretary and within the available NWO budget of 80M€ for
this round, the Committee also formulated an advice on the funding of some projects on the Roadmap
2012, which the Governing Board of NWO has taken over. The advice is given below as a list in which the
facilities are ranked in order of decreasing priority. The ranking goes beyond the available budget for this
round: should (extra) budget become available, the committee recommended starting granting from the
first non-funded project in the list downwards. Based on this recommendation, the Governing Board
advises to grant “seed capital” to the three remaining projects in the ranking.
In the list both the requested budget and the amount of the advised grant are given; the amount of seed
capital is also indicated. For the findings of the Roadmap Committee for these project see next section.

Ranking

Title

Budget
request
(k€)

Advised
budget
allocation
(k€)

1

Mouse Clinic for Cancer and Aging research (MCCA)

18.600

18.600

2

Proteins@Work; A large-scale proteomics research facility for
the life sciences

13.500

13.500

3

An ultra-high field NMR facility for the Netherlands (uNMR-NL)

24.950

18.500

4

The SAFARI Imaging Spectrometer on the SPICA space
observatory; revealing the origins of the universe, from
planets to galaxies and beyond.

23.900

18.000*

5

High Field Magnet Laboratory An international research
facility for Science in High Magnetic Fields in the Netherlands

25.400

11.000

6

CLARIAH - Common Lab Research Infrastructure for the Arts
and Humanities

24.000

1.000**

39.700

1.000**

10.900

500**

7

8

Towards a consolidated Dutch Biobanking Hub, integrating
the Dutch Biobanking Infrastructure in the European ESFRI
Roadmap
The Generations and Gender Programme: A Large-Scale,
Longitudinal, Comparative Database for Social Science
Analysis

*divided in two parts namely: a first installment of 7,2M€ for the years 2012-2013, and a second
installment of 10,8M€ for the years 2014-2018, this second installment being conditional upon the final
approval of the mission by Japan by the end of 2013.
** seed capital
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3.3

Findings of the Roadmap Committee for the projects selected for funding

In the same order as presented in the table of section 3.2.
184.032.303 – Mouse Clinic for Cancer and Aging research (MCCA)
The Committee judges the Mouse Clinic for Cancer and Aging research as an extremely valuable resource
for researchers in the Netherlands. The initiative complements and links well with other ongoing
initiatives internationally (e.g. the EMMA-initiative). It links three excellent centers, each internationally
renowned for their own specialization and it is led by top researchers. This creates an extremely
attractive environment for international talent. The risk of failure is low because the preparatory work is
practically completed: the technology is already up and running and the investigators are highly skilled in
the appropriate areas of research. From the point of view of the societal issues, the facility is very
important, as it addresses major health issues (cancer and aging). Another important social aspect is the
sustainability: the facility should save large numbers of mice in experiment by avoiding extensive
breeding, which will not only reduce costs and time to experimental outcome but is also ethically
desirable. With respect to the innovation case, the interest and support from pharmaceutical industry in
this facility is already evident. The embedding in existing investments (e.g. NIRM and CTMM) is also
strong and the initiative fits with top sector ambitions.
The business case is very well addressed, the case for the requested 18,6M€ is strong and well
embedded in the existing investments.
Committee’s advice
The Committee advises including MCCA in the National Roadmap 2012 and to grant all of the requested
funding, that is 18,6M€.
184.032.201– Proteins@Work; A large-scale proteomics research facility for the life sciences
The scientific case is in the Committee’s opinion excellently addressed in the proposal. The NPC facility is
the 2nd most important in Europe and highly regarded worldwide. The applicants are leaders in the field,
and many of the proposed research questions will benefit from their expertise and from the already
ongoing proteomics research at their lab. In addition, because the proposed facility will be similar in
concept and execution to many other excellent proteomics facilities world-wide, the technical risk is well
under control. Conversely, the social and commercial relevance of research in proteomics is evident,
ranging from the search for novel medicines to applications in the food industry.
The cooperation among the partners has already proven successful, their network of collaborators is
extensive and strong. The translational link is present, although it still needs to be strengthened. The
potential for brain gain is high; the Committee recommends that the applicants invest further in the
strategy to train and retain researchers.
The business case is clearly and convincingly presented. The budget is high but in the Committee’s
opinion Netherlands is one of the leaders in the proteomics fields and investments are necessary to
remain competitive worldwide.
Committee’s advice
The Committee advises including Proteins@Work in the National Roadmap 2012 and to grant all of the
requested funding, that is 13,5M€.
184.032.207 - An ultra-high field NMR facility for the Netherlands (uNMR-NL)
The science case is excellent. Both the technical developments and the scientific perspectives have great
potential. The Netherlands has a long, strong and internationally well-recognized on its own tradition in
this field, and all the Dutch top groups in NMR are involved in this project, each one being internationally
well-recognized in its own right. The coordination effort is convincing, and joining forces will further
increase the probability of scientific breakthroughs and of maintaining a strong position in the field. It will
also strengthen the existing activities in education and training of NMR-experts.
The social relevance of an ultra-high field NMR facility is high in terms of its application in health-related
research like biomedical analysis and imaging. The connections of the applicants with industry are in the
Committee’s opinion a promising factor in generating new commercial and industrial applications. In view
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of the unique testing possibilities for NMR technology in the available high-field magnet in Nijmegen, the
Committee advises the consortium to negotiate with the instrument supplier on the financial terms.
Committee’s advice
The Committee advises including uNMR-NL in the National Roadmap 2012 and to grant funding of
18,5M€.
184.032.209 - The SAFARI Imaging Spectrometer on the SPICA space observatory; revealing
the origins of the universe, from planets to galaxies and beyond.
The project is in the Committee’s opinion scientifically excellent: if realized, SAFARI will constitute a
major step forward in infrared astronomy, creating unprecedented possibilities to study the formation of
stars and galaxies and the formation and evolution of planetary systems. It will further strengthen the
current leading position of the Netherlands in astronomy and in science instrumentation development.
The project is in the Committee’s opinion also of significant economic relevance for the Netherlands, as
demonstrated by the high involvement of Dutch small high-tech companies and TNO in this project: the
Committee advices to seek participation of the Dutch industry not only in terms of contracting, but also
in terms of co-funding.
The technological challenge is extremely high, even though SRON has an excellent reputation in the
construction of technologically advanced scientific instruments for space research, as illustrated by its
project leadership for this particular instrument and its previous success in leading ambitious instruments
in the two far infrared European observatories. Committee however is concerned about the fact that the
future of the project is strongly dependent on the Japanese planning decisions, (a formal go-ahead has
now been delayed to the spring of 2013), with corresponding financial risks, and on the ability of other
participants to get funding. The Committee is in favor of funding this project, but it believes it is essential
to take this financial risk into account in the funding decision.
Committee’s advice
The Committee advises including SAFARI in the National Roadmap 2012 and to grant funding of 18M€
with the following scheme:
x
7,2M€ for the years 2012-2013
x
10,8M€ for the years 2014-2018 conditional upon the final approval of the mission by Japan by
the end of 2013.
184.032.307 – High Field Magnet Laboratory An international research facility for Science in
High Magnetic Fields in the Netherlands
This is in the Committee's opinion an excellent facility, highly regarded internationally, which after the
upgrade will be on a par with the few other top high-field magnetic laboratories in the world.
Laboratories that provide the highest magnetic fields provide the best opportunities for scientific
breakthroughs and for discoveries of new material properties, as convincingly demonstrated in the past.
Besides the upgrade
itself and the resulting increased availability of measurement time, also the combination with other
complementary techniques (NCAS, FLARE, FELIX) will attract researchers from the condensed matter
community all over the world, making of HFML a world-leading user-facility.
At the European level HFML plays a leading role. Together with Grenoble, Toulouse and DresdenRossendorf (and with the sponsoring of the EU), it coordinates access for external users. Moreover, HFML
participates with these international partners in the European efforts to create a European Magnetic Field
Laboratory (EFML).
While positively impressed by the ambition of this project to compete with much larger facilities, the
Committee is however also concerned about the associated financial and technical risk. The Committee
would like to see a more gradual, well thought trough approach in the upgrade to the level of a largescale facility, linking the investments for the upgrade in terms of both equipment and staff to the
corresponding increase in the number of user hours. Also, while the Committee judges very positively
the fact that there are contacts with industries, it encourages the consortium to invest further in these
efforts.
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Committee’s advice
The Committee advises including HFML in the National Roadmap 2012 and granting funding of 11M€.
184.032.306 – CLARIAH - Common Lab Research Infrastructure for the Arts and Humanities
The proposed project results from the fusion of two projects from the 2008 Roadmap, CLARIN and
DARIAH. In the Committee’s opinion the fusion is an excellent idea, resulting in an initiative that has a
much broader coverage of the Arts and Humanity Sciences. The scientific and social significance of this
project is great, the committee strongly believes in the scientific potential of bringing together large
amounts of data and extracting scientific information out of these. The project is well embedded
internationally, as it is connected with the EU-CLARIN project which is acquiring the status of a European
Research Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC). For these reasons the Committee believes that CLARIAH
deserves a place on the Roadmap.
In the view of the Committee however, there is concern that the scientific focus of CLARIAH might not be
sufficiently defined at this stage – CLARIAH seems to have the ambition to tackle (too) many different
questions at once. Storage, processing and dissemination of data with such a broad scope require strong
expertise in methodology and in computer science but also a strong organizational structure. The
Committee is not convinced that – for a project as ambitious as CLARIAH - these elements are
sufficiently addressed at this stage. A plan enlarging the number of topics in steps following CLARIN,
might be a better strategy to establish the tools and their degree of commonality. The required large
data management capacity implies high costs, and in this sense the requested budget might be
reasonable, although the Committee would have liked to see a more detailed specification of the costs.
Committee’s advice
The Committee advises including CLARIAH in the National Roadmap 2012 but not to grant funding to this
project.
184.032.309 - Towards a consolidated Dutch Biobanking Hub
This proposal is the progress report of the Roadmap project BBMRI-NL, and progress has been made, as
for instance links have been established with the other biobanking initiatives, namely LifeLines and the
String of Pearls Initiative (PSI). The proposal, which also includes a request for funding, has therefore
been submitted as a cooperation between the three projects. The set up is very promising, the science
case is excellent, and the applicants have a strong reputation internationally. The economic and social
implications of the project are evident: by providing and correlating new information, biobanks are of
fundamental importance for the medical sciences. In the Committee’s opinion this project should
therefore remain on the Roadmap. The effort of bringing together different biobanking projects is
laudable and a solid framework has been setup. The Committee however notes that, in this broad
integration effort, important aspects were not addressed in the proposals, such as a general policy on
preserving the quality of the material, its storage and replenishment, the access policy for researchers
and industry, and the related legal and ethical issues. Addressing these issues at this stage is important
as part of a general policy for the facility.
The requested budget seems high and the business plan has not been sufficiently developed. It is not
clear how sustainable the project would be after the funding period. A strategy for the involvement of
industry in the facility would help in this respect, but has apparently not yet been defined.
Committee’s advice
The Committee advises including the project “Towards a consolidated Dutch Biobanking Hub” in the
National Roadmap 2012 but not to grant funding to this project.
184.032.204 - The Generations and Gender Programme: A Large-Scale, Longitudinal,
Comparative Database for Social Science Analysis
The Generations and Gender Programme (GGP) is an ambitious, very promising project. The science case
is strong. The longitudinal multidisciplinary gender and generation surveys carried out and to be
extended has already provided data from many studies, publications and dissertations. Significant
contributions have already been made to scientific understanding of the social and economic inequalities
based on age and gender in a large number of countries with data sets that allow direct international
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comparisons of trends in inequalities. Considering the worldwide use of the data released in the past as
well as the proposed plans for a summer school and a visiting scholar programme, the Committee has no
doubt on the potential for brain gain of the GGP. For these reasons, in the Committee’s opinion this
project should be included in the roadmap. With respect to the business case, the Committee believes
that the requested budget is reasonable, although it still has concerns on some financial aspects. The
governance model for the International GGP seems still weak, and - also partially related to this - the
success of the project is heavily dependent on the participation of other countries: in order to participate,
countries have to raise themselves the necessary funding and given the current financial climate, the risk
of dropping out is not negligible, with uncertain consequences for the Dutch GGP. Therefore, the
Committee does not recommend funding of this project.
Committee’s advice
The Committee advises including GGP in the National Roadmap 2012 but not to grant funding to this
project.
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A1. Request from the State Secretary for Education, Culture and Science

A2. Composition of the Committee

Confidential

Committee for the Update of the Netherlands Roadmap for Large Scale Facilities

Composition of committee
Chairman:
Prof.dr. E. M. (Emmo) Meijer ! FrieslandCampina , TU/e ! Chemistry, Food, Biotech, Life Sciences

Committee members
Prof.dr. Jenny Gierveld ! VU (emeritus) ! Sociology and Social Gerontology
Prof.dr. Walter Hoogland ! UvA (emeritus) ! Nuclear and Particle Physics
Prof.dr. Gerbrand Komen ! KNMI (emeritus) ! Climate research, oceanography
Prof.dr. Henk Lekkerkerker ! UU ! Physical and colloid chemistry
Prof.dr. Gerard Meijer ! Max!Planck!Gesellschaft

! Molecular physics

Prof.dr. Christine Mummery ! LUMC ! Developmental biology, stem cell research
Prof.dr. Jean!Loup Puget ! Université Paris XI ! Astronomy
Prof.dr.ir. Arnold Smeulders ! UvA ! Computer Imaging
Prof.dr. Bernard Witholt ! ETH and RuG (emeritus) ! Genetics, Biotechnology
Prof.dr. Frans Zwarts ! RuG ! Linguistics en logics

A3. Terms of Reference Committee

Confidential

Terms of Reference
NWO Committee
Update National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Facilities

Considering
x

That the first Dutch roadmap for large-scale research facilities was published in 2008 and that the
State Secretary for Education, Culture and Science, following the advisory report from the Taskforce
for the Facilitation of Large-Scale Research Facilities, has recently decided to realise an update of the
roadmap.

x

That the State Secretary for Education, Culture and Science has commissioned NWO to organise the
update of the National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Facilities.

x

That to this end he has requested NWO to appoint a broad and independent committee that will be

x

That NWO has been requested by the State Secretary to give due consideration in this process to the

charged with realising the update of the roadmap.
recommendations made in the interim advisory report of the Taskforce for the Facilitation of LargeScale Research Facilities.
x

That the NWO funds for large-scale research infrastructure will once again become available from
2012 onwards.

NWO has appointed an advisory committee Update National Roadmap for Large-Scale
Research Facilities.

Committee’s task
The committee will be asked to assess the projects from the first Dutch roadmap for large-scale research
facilities as well as new projects that will be submitted in this new roadmap call. Based on this
assessment, the committee will issue an advice to the Governing Board of NWO concerning:
1.
2.

which projects should be included in an update of the National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research
Facilities;
a prioritisation and funding advice for the allocation of NWO funds for large-scale research facilities.

The NWO funds for large-scale research infrastructure are intended for investments in:
x
x

the realisation or upgrade of research facilities in the Netherlands that are of international
importance;
the participation of the Netherlands in the construction or major upgrade of international
research facilities (therefore not just the acquisition of user rights; user rights can of course
arise from the participation).

For this round (2012-2014) a maximum of M€ 80 is available1.

1

This is subject to the budget/financing of NWO.
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In compiling its advice the committee will give due consideration to:
x

The continuity with the first road map, by using mainly the same criteria as that roadmap with the
possibility for minor adjustments.

x

The recommendations from the interim advisory report of the Taskforce for the Facilitation of LargeScale Research Facilities.

x

The eligibility of the projects in light of the roadmap’s objectives:
o
The proposal concerns research infrastructure for the Dutch research community and/or
Dutch involvement in the realisation of an international research infrastructure.
o
The proposal is a substantial request with a perspective of several years, supported by a
committed community of sufficient size.
o
The proposal gives due consideration to exploitation costs.

x

The importance to the Netherlands of the proposed national projects or the Dutch contribution to
international projects.
In its evaluation the committee should consider which proposals (based on the criteria stated):
o have the best chance of being realised in the Netherlands or will have a relatively substantial
Dutch contribution (and accordingly influence) and
o will possibly attract additional funding in the medium term.

x

The ‘readiness to go’, i.e. the phasing of the projects.

x

The developments in Europe, especially the projects from the European roadmaps, such as ESFRI,
ESA, et cetera.

x

The maximum available budget of M€ 80 from NWO Large-Scale Research Facilities.

Approach
Within the frameworks of the NWO assessment and decision-making procedures, the committee
establishes its own approach in which it makes use of the expertise of independent peers. This implies
that somehow or other applicants must be offered the opportunity to submit a rebuttal.
The committee establishes the criteria for the assessment of the facilities. To ensure continuity with the
first road map, the criteria used will mainly be the same as in that roadmap (given in Annex 1) with the
possibility for minor adjustments.

Explanatory note
The first ESFRI (European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures) roadmap for large-scale research
infrastructures was published in 2006 and included 35 international research facilities. An update of the
ESFRI roadmap was published in 2008 and a new update will be published shortly.
In 2007, the Minister of Education, Culture and Science appointed a committee (Van Velzen Committee)
that was given the task of producing the first National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Facilities.
The committee initially focussed on the proposals from the ESFRI roadmap and this lead to the first part
of the national roadmap (December 2007). Thirteen ESFRI projects were included in this first part: the
committee recommended 5 of these for political support and 8 for both financial and political support.
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After he had received the first part of this roadmap, the Minister of Education, Culture and Science
requested NWO and SenterNovem to advise him about which of the 8 ESFRI projects recommended for
financial support could best be funded from the available funds and how this could best be phased. The
committee appointed by NWO and SenterNovem (Van Duinen Committee) submitted its advice to the
Minister in November 2008, in which it proposed 5 facilities for funding. The funding came from NWO’s
budget for large-scale research facilities for the period 2008-2011 and amounted to M€ 63.
Meanwhile, the Van Velzen Committee worked on the second part of the roadmap, for which a call for
proposals was issued to the Dutch research community. The Committee, supported in its activities by
NWO and SenterNovem, selected 12 projects from the proposals received. Together with the previously
selected 13 ESFRI projects, these projects formed the first Dutch roadmap. At the end of 2008, the
committee submitted the entire Dutch roadmap to the Minister of Education, Culture and Science.
The roadmap is now out of date. A number of projects that were not yet ready for funding in 2008 have
since developed further. In addition to this, new projects have also been started. These concern both
Dutch projects as well as initiatives for possible Dutch participation in international projects. All of these
projects are of course requesting financial and political support. In its recent interim advisory report to
the Minister of Education Culture and Science, the Taskforce for the Facilitation of Large-Scale Research
Facilities also stated the importance of periodically updating the roadmap. The funding for the current
roadmap has already been committed to the end of 2011. NWO funding will once again be available from
2012 onwards.
On 3 February 2011, the State Secretary for Education, Culture and Science sent a letter to NWO in
which he requested it to organise the update of the National Roadmap. On 9 March 2011, the Governing
Board of NWO decided to appoint a Committee Update National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research
Facilities.

Composition of the committee
The Ministry for Education, Culture and Science has requested NWO to appoint an independent Roadmap
Committee. This committee will consist of an independent chairperson and representatives from at least
the following organisations (who are free to act independently): Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and
Sciences (KNAW), Association of Universities in the Netherlands (VSNU), Confederation of Netherlands
Industry and Employers (VNO-NCV), Netherlands Federation of University Medical Centres (NFU), TNO
and the Large Technological Institutes (GTIs) and somebody with a good understanding of the European
policy frameworks (or EFSRI).
The chair of the committee is Prof. E. M. (Emmo) Meijer.
The other committee members should be representative for the entire spectrum of scientific research in
the Netherlands. Potential committee members should enjoy a high international scientific status, should
preferably have experience in the management of research infrastructure and the associated policy, and
have a link with one or more of the aforementioned organisations.
The members of the committee will be appointed for the duration of this advisory period. The committee
will be supported by a secretariat set up by NWO.
NWO’s Code of Conduct on Conflicts of Interest applies. For committee members this means, for
example, that they may not be involved in any of the projects under consideration. They may definitely
not be involved as an applicant or co-applicant, and for all other forms of involvement – which must be
stated in advance – NWO’s Governing Board will issue a decision about participation in the committee.
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Procedure following the advisory report
The advisory report will be addressed to the Minister of Education, Culture and Science and will be
submitted by the committee to the Governing Board of NWO in January 2012. The Governing Board of
NWO will review the procedure and will take a decision about the submission of the advisory report to
the Minister of Education, Culture and Science. The advisory report will be discussed during a board
meeting at the end of January 2012 (the exact date of the meeting is not yet known) and the final
version of the advisory report will be submitted to the Minister of Education, Culture and Science no later
than 1 February 2012. It is expected that shortly after receiving the report, the Minister will inform the
Governing Board of NWO about his position regarding the roadmap and the funding of the proposals.
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Task

Possible date:

Governing Board accepts proposal of Ministry of Education
Culture and Science and finalises long list of potential
chairpersons

26 January 2011

NWO receives assignment from Ministry of Education, Culture
and Science (T0)

4 February 2011

Decision Governing Board about composition of
committee
Decision Governing Board about terms of reference
Call is issued (Website, press release, letters to
organisations)
Deadline for submitting proposals

Committee PHASE I
Draft roadmap and
selection interviews for
funding

Peer review procedure
Meeting documents and advice from Royal Netherlands
Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW) to committee

Committee PHASE II
Interviews,
prepare roadmap +
funding proposal

Peer review

Committee prepares call, call is
issued

Timetable

Committee meeting no. 2: interviews, finalisation of roadmap
and preparation of prioritisation/advisory report for funding,
justifications for projects rejected for funding following
interviews

Committee meeting no. 1: discussion of comments and
rebuttals, preparation of draft roadmap, justifications for
rejected projects from roadmap, selection for interviews,
justifications for projects rejected for interviews but
nevertheless included in the roadmap, preparation for
interviews
Output committee meeting no. 1 finalised

9 March 2011

March/April 2011

1 May 2011

1 September 2011

1 September -20 October 2011

24 October 2011

1 - 18 November 2011
(2-day meeting)

25 November 2011
10 December 2011 - 10
January 2012
(2-day meeting)

Output committee meeting no. 2 finalised

18 January 2012

Committee submits advisory report roadmap and prioritisation
funding to Governing Board

18 January 2012

Governing Board decision about roadmap + funding
proposal

end January 2012

Governing Board submits roadmap + funding proposal to
Minister

end January 2012
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Enclosure 1 – Assessment criteria of the roadmap 2008
Assessment criteria for the Committee National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Facilities, the first six
of which are also used by ESFRI:
1.

The chance of scientific breakthroughs (science case);

Innovation requires scientific breakthroughs. If large sums are to be invested in research facilities then
these facilities must clearly contribute to a greater chance of scientific breakthroughs in the field of
research concerned.
2.

The potential to brain gain (talent case);

A knowledge country cannot exist without highly promising research talent. An attractive and challenging
work environment is a prerequisite for attracting such talent to the Netherlands and keeping it here.
Advanced research facilities are an essential aspect of this.
3.

The importance for society or the commercial sector (innovation case);

Research facilities are necessary for the commercial sector and for innovative governments. Large-scale
research facilities in particular, act as a magnet for new knowledge and that creates a superb climate for
both large and small companies.
4.

Collaboration and competition (partnership case);

Large-scale research facilities are embedded in broad networks. Research at large facilities takes place
via national and international networks; moreover, facilities with a large critical mass ensure a synergy
between knowledge workers.
5.

Financial aspects (business case);

Innovation costs money. The costs of attracting a facility with international allure to the Netherlands and
exploiting it here will exceed the available budgets. A careful budget analysis is therefore required.
6.

Technical feasibility/technical challenges (technical case)

By definition, new facilities involve risks. The technical feasibility of constructing the requested facility
should therefore be known. A careful estimation of the technical challenges is also important, as these
can form another factor in the decision about whether to proceed with the facility.
7.

Possible focus for the Netherlands

For each facility assessed by the committee the following questions have been posed:
a)

Does the Netherlands assume an internationally leading role?

b)

Can the Netherlands assume a unique position in the project or a part thereof?

c)

Even if foreign research groups assume a leading position, are there still reasons to invest in this

facility and in so doing to adopt a (scientific) competitive position?
8.

Critical mass

Large-scale research facilities are primarily for the benefit of researchers.
This means that in the committee’s opinion, investments must be made in research facilities within those
scientific areas where there is sufficient top talent present in the Netherlands in both qualitative and
quantities terms. The results from recent research visitations must also reveal that Dutch research
groups occupy an international leading position in their field of research.
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9.

Embedding

Large-scale international research facilities must be financially and institutionally embedded in the Dutch
knowledge infrastructure. In the committee’s opinion this also applies to the large-scale international
research facilities in which the Netherlands does not fulfil the leading role. This institutional and financial
embedding can, for example, be apparent from the consolidation of the research groups in the
Netherlands, the embedding of Dutch research groups in European networks, and the investments of the
Dutch government in the field of research concerned, for example via funding from the Economic
Structure Enhancing Fund (FES).
10.

Proven will to collaborate

The committee attaches considerable importance to collaboration and the will to collaborate. The largescale research facilities must strengthen the collaboration between the Dutch research groups involved
and the field of research concerned. The Dutch research groups involved also confirm this will to
collaborate in a financial sense, by earmarking a certain percentage of their research budget for the
exploitation of the large-scale research facility concerned.
11.

Link to developments in society

The committee attaches considerable value to the social relevance of the research. Consequently in
addition to the scientific and economic aspects, it considers that attention should also be paid to the
national and social developments and trends, as apparent from social innovation agendas established by
the Dutch Cabinet in the areas of water, energy, healthcare and security, for example.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Background
The first National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Facilities was presented to the
Netherlands Minister of Education, Culture and Science by a specially appointed
committee (the Van Velzen Committee) at the end of 2008. The Minister responded
by structurally earmarking € 20 million within NWO’s budget for facilities of this kind.
The first Roadmap is now out of date. A number of projects which were not ready for
funding in 2008 have matured since then. In addition, new projects have been
launched. Some of these are Dutch initiatives, while others are proposals for Dutch
participation in international projects. All of them are, of course, seeking political
and financial support.
In its recent report to the Minister of Education, Culture and Science, the Taskforce
for the Promotion of Large-Scale Research Facilities has pointed out the importance
of periodically updating the Roadmap.
On 3 February 2011, the State Secretary for Education, Culture and Science asked
NWO to organise the process of updating the National Roadmap.

1.2

Available budget
The coming round will account for the entire NWO budget for Large-Scale Research
Facilities for the 2012-2014 period. The resources available for the round amounts to

approx. € 80 million.

1.3

Validity of brochure
This brochure applies to the call for proposals for the Roadmap Update, which closes
on 31 August 2011.
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2 Aim
The current round of the National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Facilities has
two aims:
1.

to update the National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Facilities;

2.

to produce prioritisation and funding decisions for the allocation of NWO’s
Roadmap funds for large-scale research facilities.

NWO funds for large-scale research facilities are intended to be invested in:
- the establishment or upgrading of Dutch research facilities of international
importance;
- Dutch participation in the construction or substantial modification of international
research facilities (and therefore not exclusively the procurement of use rights,
although the acquisition of use rights may, of course, be a consequence of such
participation).
The present call is intended for:
1.
2.

new facilities wishing to be considered for inclusion in the Roadmap;
new facilities wishing to be considered for inclusion in the Roadmap and to
apply for funding;

3.

facilities that were included in the first Roadmap and now wish to apply for
continued (or additional) funding;

4.

facilities that were included in the first Roadmap and do not need continued
(or additional) funding but do still wish to be included in the new Roadmap.

2.1

Definition of large-scale research facility
The proposed facility must represent a substantial addition to the European research
infrastructure in the field of study concerned and must also enhance the standing of
Dutch research in that field of study.
Examples of large-scale research facilities include:
- clean rooms with state-of-the-art equipment and furnishings;
- telescopes and accelerators;
- facilities for biomedical research;
- laser, neutron and synchrotron radiation sources, molecular imaging techniques,
high-magnetic fields, etc;
- advanced vessels for maritime research;
- research collections;
- databases, e.g. for social science or medical research;
- broadband connections, high-performance supercomputers and grids (including
those for use in research in the humanities, social sciences and life sciences).
A proposed facility may be monodisciplinary (i.e. with users generally drawn from a
single discipline) or multidisciplinary (i.e. likely to serve researchers in a broad range
of disciplines). It may consist of a single piece of equipment in one building or take
the form of a number of related pieces of equipment in highly specialised premises
(for example, a clean room). It may even be a facility spread over several different
locations but with a centralised core support facility for researchers. Whatever form
it takes, it will need to have a core team of technical experts/researchers.
The facility must have an ‘Open Access’ policy for fundamental research; in other
words, all researchers must be able to apply for access to the facility and
applications must be judged solely on the basis of scientific merit, assessed via a
process of international peer review.
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3 Guidelines for applicants
3.1

Who can apply
Researchers at the following research institutions can act as principal applicants:
a.

Dutch universities;

b.

NWO and KNAW institutes;

c.

The Netherlands Cancer Institute;

d.

the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen;

e.

the Dutch-Belgian Beamline at ESRF in Grenoble.

In addition, for this particular call, the following institutions can act as principal
applicants (decision of NWO Governing Board dated 20 April 2011):
a.

Dutch academic libraries;

b.

TNO and Large Technological Institutes, provided that – as the criteria
suggest – their applications are backed principally by ‘tools for science’
arguments. This implies that, irrespective of whether the research
concerned is fundamental, industrial or pre-competitive in nature, a basic
condition of subsidy will be that the research facility must increase the
likelihood of achieving a scientific breakthrough. The application must show
why it will do this.

Top Technological Institutes (TTIs) and R&D-intensive companies may participate in
applications by the institutes listed above, provided that they are not to be suppliers
of the facility (or any part of it).
Applications must be submitted by the highest administrative organ of the relevant
institution or organisation or by the proposed project administrator.

3.2

What can be applied for
Applications may concern the following (see also application form):
1.

Inclusion in the National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Facilities;

2.

Funding for:
a.

The entire cost of developing, purchasing/constructing and
accommodating the proposed facility, or the entire cost of modifying
an existing facility in such a way that it can be used to try to achieve a
scientific breakthrough.

b.

The staff and non-staff costs of operating the proposed facility for a
period not exceeding 5 years. In this case, operating means technically
maintaining the facility in working order. Operating costs may only be
requested if funds under 2a. are requested and on condition that no
subsidy award has previously been made to cover operating costs.

c.

Dutch membership of/participation in the construction or upgrading of
an international facility or project.

Costs that have already been incurred or concerning which commitments have been
given prior to the award of subsidy are not eligible for subsidy under this
programme. The same applies to research costs previously subsidised by NWO or
otherwise funded out of university budgets or by the public purse.
The lower limit for NWO project subsidies requested under this programme is € 10
million.
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Inclusion in the new version of the Roadmap is a precondition of funding in this
round. Projects which were not included in the first Roadmap must therefore apply
for inclusion in the new one (point 1 above) at the same time as applying for funding
(point 2).

3.3

When can applications be submitted
The deadline for the submission of applications is Wednesday 31 August 2011 at
23.59 (Netherlands time).

3.4

Drawing up an application
The application must comprise the following elements:
- Submission letter from the principal applicant
- Completed application form
- Letter of intent from each co-applicant, signed by the competent administrative
organ, or alternatively the signed consortium agreement .
The obligatory application form can be downloaded from
http://www.nwo.nl/roadmap
All parts of the application must be written in English and they must be submitted in
the form of a single PDF file via NWO’s Iris electronic application system.
The maximum permitted size of the PDF file is 40 pages (in 8.5-point Verdana),
including all annexes but excluding the letters of intent/consortium agreement.

3.5

Specific conditions
To qualify for consideration, applications must satisfy the following conditions:
1.

the application must concern a Large-Scale Research Facility (see definition

2.

if the application is seeking funding under the programme, it must be for an

3.

the application must be submitted via NWO’s Iris electronic application

4.

the application must be received by the submission deadline (23.59 hours

5.

the application must comprise all the specified elements and the application

6.

the application must be written in English;

7.

the size of the application must not exceed 40 pages, including any annexes

in 2.1);
amount totalling no less than € 10 million;
system;
on 31 August 2011);
form must have been completed in full;

but excluding the letters of intent/consortium agreement;
8.

the submission letter must be signed by the highest administrative organ of

9.

projects under the aegis of international organisations of which the

the institution concerned or by the proposed project administrator;
Netherlands is a member (e.g. ESA, ESO, CERN, EMBL/EMBC) may seek
funding only for parts of the facility which cannot be funded from the
mainstream budget of the council of the relevant international organisation
or from national contributions. The submission letter accompanying the
application must explicitly state that this is the case.
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The Community Framework for State aid for Research and Development and
Innovation
In view of the government decision that bodies such as companies or public-private
partnerships (PPPs) may participate in applications, it is important to stress that
subsidies can only be awarded to such bodies if their applications satisfy the
conditions laid down in the Community Framework for State aid for Research and
Development and Innovation. This may mean that an applicant PPP must be
reported to and approved by the European Commission (EC) before being awarded a
subsidy. The Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science is responsible for
reporting such PPPs to the EC. If the PPP needs to be reported and approved, any
award decision under the programme will include a proviso that the subsidy is
conditional on the receipt of EC approval.
Applications involving PPPs and companies must in any case state:
1.

Whether the prospective benefits are likely to be economic or social in

2.

What percentage of the proposed activities relate to (a) fundamental

nature. If both, in what proportion?
research, (b) industrial research, (c) pre-competitive development and how
the budget is broken down between these types of research;
3.

Whether each private-sector partner can be categorised as a large
enterprise or an SME;

4.

The planned or expected extent of cooperation and exchange between
industry and research institutions, both in the context of the proposal and in
the longer term, and also the extent to which any exchange of staff is
institutionally embedded.

In the light of the Community Framework for State aid for Research and
Development and Innovation (2006/C 323/01), the maximum amounts of aid
permitted are:
- fundamental research: max. 100%
- industrial research: max. 50%
- pre-competitive research: max. 25%
However, the General Block Exemption Regulations (Commission Regulations (EC)
800/2008) permit the following exceptions to be made in this respect:
- 10% extra if SMEs are involved;
- 5 or 10% extra for research in areas covered by regional aid schemes;
- 15% extra for research aligned with the EU Framework Programme;
- 25% extra for practical cross-border cooperation.
Finally, State aid to public-private research and development projects is subject to
the anti-cumulation condition. This means that, irrespective of the source of the
funds, the government funding received for a project may never exceed the current
aid thresholds.

3.6

Submitting an application
Applications can be submitted to NWO, attn. the chairman of the Committee for the
Update of the National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Facilities.
Applications to NWO must invariably be submitted via the Iris electronic application
system. Any application that is not submitted via Iris will not be considered. Principal
applicants must submit their applications via their own personal Iris accounts.
Principal applicants who do not yet have an Iris account should set one up at least
24 hours before submitting the application. Once a principal applicant has an Iris
account, he/she need not set up another one in order to submit a new application.
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4 Assessment procedure
4.1

Procedure
The projects listed in the first Roadmap will be the starting point for the new one.
The Roadmap committee will review the current status of these projects.
If the facilities concerned wish to remain on the Roadmap list, they must submit an
application in accordance with the procedure specified in subsection 3.4.
The first stage of the assessment procedure will be to decide which applications
comply with the basic conditions listed in subsection 3.5 of this brochure and
therefore qualify for consideration.
To assess the proposals, the NWO Governing Board has appointed an ad hoc
committee to update the National Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Facilities. The
members of this committee are all independent experts in the field of scientific
research drawn from the following organisations (albeit acting in a personal
capacity): KNAW, VSNU, VNO-NCW, NFU, TNO-Large Technological Institutes, and
the EU (ESFRI).
The committee will consider the applications/progress reports in the light of the
criteria listed in this brochure. In doing so, it will also make use of a national or
international peer review process operated by the NWO Office with the assistance of
NL Agency. Moreover, the committee will seek the advice of KNAW with regard to
criteria 1 (‘science case’) and 2 (‘talent case’, see 4.2). In accordance with the usual
NWO procedures, applicants will be offered the opportunity to respond to the peer
review reports and KNAW advice.
Based on this input, the committee will hold an initial meeting to decide which
projects are eligible for inclusion in the new Roadmap and which are not eligible for
inclusion or should perhaps be dropped from the existing Roadmap list.
The committee will then select a limited number of projects for interview. (N.B.
selection or non-selection for interview will not in itself be a decisive success factor).
Finally, based on earlier discussion and the results of the interviews, the committee
will produce selection recommendations and prioritisation proposals for the new
Roadmap. The committee will then present these to the NWO Governing Board. The
Governing Board will take a decision on the advice and ultimately present this to the
Minister of Education, Culture and Science.
Timetable
31 August 2011

Deadline for submission of proposals

September-October

Consultation with referees and applicants’ responses

2011
November 2011

First meeting of selection committee

December 2011- early

Second meeting of selection committee and interviews

January 2012
January 2012

Selection committee recommendations go to Governing
Board

Late January 2012

Decision finalised by NWO Governing Board

Late Spring 2012

Governing Board decision presented to Minister of
Education, Culture and Science

Once the Governing Board has presented its recommendations to the Minister of
Education, Culture and Science, the Minister will inform the House of
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Representatives of his standpoint with regard to the proposed new version of the
National Roadmap and the associated budgetary proposals.
As soon as possible after this, the Minister will communicate his decision on the
Roadmap and the funding of the proposals to the Governing Board of NWO. NWO will
then notify applicants of the outcome.

4.2

Criteria
The proposed facilities will be expected to fulfil the ambition encapsulated in the
aims of this programme. Proposals will be assessed on the basis of the following
eleven criteria:
1. The likelihood of scientific breakthroughs (science case)
Innovation is dependent on scientific breakthroughs. If major investments are to be
made in research facilities, those facilities should produce a greater likelihood of
scientific breakthroughs in the research field concerned, or at least aid in that
process.
2. The potential for ‘brain gain’ (talent case)
Top research talent is essential to any knowledge-driven economy. Highly talented
researchers will only come to the Netherlands – or remain here – if they are offered
an attractive and challenging working environment. Advanced research facilities are
vital in this respect.
3. Social and commercial relevance (innovation case)
Research facilities are necessary for business and industry and for innovative public
bodies. Large-scale research facilities act as a magnet for new knowledge and
expertise, creating an excellent climate for companies both large and small. To
maintain broad public support in the Netherlands and the wider European Union,
especially as regards additional funding, it is important that such facilities should,
wherever possible, reflect the top sectors designated by the present Dutch
government and current hot social issues in the Netherlands and Europe at large.
4. Collaboration and competition (partnership case)
Large-scale research facilities are embedded in wide-ranging networks. Research at
such facilities is conducted via national and international networks. Moreover,
facilities with a large critical mass ensure synergy between knowledge workers. The
establishment of a large-scale facility calls for effective agreements between the
partners (in the Netherlands and elsewhere), reached via a governance and
management model.
5. Financial aspects (business case)
Innovation costs money. The cost of bringing a facility of international importance to
the Netherlands and operating it here, or of participating in an international research
facility outside the Netherlands, will exceed the available budgets. Careful budgetary
analysis is therefore essential.
6. Technical feasibility/technical challenges (technical case)
Since new facilities inevitably involve risks, it is important to know whether it is
technically possible to construct the proposed facility. It is also a good idea to
estimate the technical challenges because these may constitute additional reasons
for or against embarking on the establishment of the facility.
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7. Possible focus for the Netherlands
The following questions will be asked:
a. Is the Netherlands an international leader in the field concerned?
b. Can the Netherlands achieve a unique position in this field or part of it?
c. Even if foreign research groups are the international leaders in the field, are there
reasons to invest in the proposed facility and so to enter into competition with them?
8. Critical mass
Large-scale research facilities exist mainly to serve the needs of researchers. This
means that investment needs to be focused on facilities in those fields where the
Netherlands has a good supply of top researchers, both as regards quality and
numbers. It also means that there must be guaranteed access to the facility for
external researchers. The results of recent external assessments should also show
that Dutch research groups are international leaders in their fields.
9. Embedding
Large-scale international research facilities need to be financially and institutionally
embedded within the Dutch knowledge infrastructure. This also applies to large-scale
international research facilities in which the Netherlands does not play the leading
role. Such institutional and financial embedding can be demonstrated by, for
example, the concentration of research groups within the Netherlands, the presence
of Dutch research groups within European networks, and the investment made by
Dutch government authorities in the relevant research field, for example through the
Economic Structure Enhancement Fund (FES).
10. Proven willingness to collaborate
The large-scale research facility must strengthen collaboration between the Dutch
research groups concerned in the relevant field of research. To achieve this, it is
essential that the facility is properly managed and cooperation well-organised. The
research groups concerned can confirm their will to collaborate financially as well as
otherwise by earmarking a certain percentage of their research budget for the
operation of the large-scale research facility concerned.
11. Reflection of social trends
It is important to pay attention not only to scientific and economic aspects but also
to national social developments and trends. This can be done by, so far as possible,
reflecting present/future policy frameworks and scientific priorities in the
Netherlands and the European Union.
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5 Other information
5.1

Contact

5.1.1

Questions about the Roadmap
Questions about the Roadmap itself can be addressed to the NWO Policy
Development and Support Department.
- contact: Stefania Usai
- tel: +31 (0)70 344 05 69
- e-mail: roadmap@nwo.nl

5.1.2

Technical questions about the Iris electronic application system
For technical queries regarding the use of Iris, contact the Iris helpdesk but please
read the manual before seeking help.
Iris helpdesk opening hours: Monday – Friday, 11.00 – 17.00, tel. 0900 – 6964747
(15ct/min). Unfortunately, some foreign providers do not permit calls to 0900
numbers. In that case, mail your query to iris@nwo.nl

